Abstract-The number of virtual channels required for deadlock-free routing is important for cost-effective and high-performance system design. The planar adaptive routing scheme is an effective deadlock avoidance technique using only three virtual channels for each physical channel in 3D or higher dimensional mesh networks with a very simple deadlock avoidance scheme. However, there exist one idle virtual channel for all physical channels along the first dimension and two idle virtual channels for channels along the last dimension in a mesh network based on the planar adaptive routing algorithm. A new deadlock avoidance technique is proposed for 3D meshes using only two virtual channels by making full use of the idle channels. The deadlock-free adaptive routing scheme is then modified to a deadlock-free adaptive fault-tolerant routing scheme based on a planar network (PN) fault model. The proposed deadlock-free adaptive routing scheme is also extended to n-dimensional meshes still using two virtual channels. Sufficient simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
M ESH-CONNECTED networks have been widely used in recent experimental or commercial multicomputers [1] , [21] . A mesh network has an n-dimensional grid structure with k nodes in each dimension (called mesh for short). The performance of a multicomputer highly depends on the routing algorithm. It is quite possible for one or more of the system nodes or links between any pair of nodes to become faulty in a large-scale system [6] . An effective fault-tolerant routing algorithm in a mesh network is essential for a highperformance multicomputer system [26] .
The number of virtual channels must be well controlled in order to establish a high-performance computer [19] . Libeskind-Hadas [19] studied the tight lower bound of the required number of virtual channels in wormhole-routed networks. The author thought that the minimum number of channels required for incoherent deadlock-free algorithms is still an open problem. Dally and Aoki in [8] proposed a simple adaptive fault-tolerant routing method based on the number of dimension reversals. Linder and Harden [20] extended the concept of virtual channel to multiple virtual networks that provide adaptivity, deadlock freedom, and fault tolerance. Each virtual network used different virtual channels. The number of required virtual channels for each physical channel is Oð2 n Þ for a k-ary n-cube. Boppana and Chalasani [2] , [3] developed fault-tolerant routing algorithms for wormhole-routed meshes/tori based on the e-cube routing algorithm and the block fault model. Four virtual channels are sufficient to present adaptive fault-tolerant routing in meshes with multiple fault blocks. Sui and Wang [24] proposed an improved fault-tolerant routing scheme of Boppana's protocol [2] , where only three virtual channels are required by each physical channel to avoid deadlocks. Chen and Chiu [5] proposed a new deadlock-free fault-tolerant routing scheme for meshes with nonconvex fault blocks using only three virtual channels.
The planar adaptive routing (PAR) algorithm is a partially adaptive routing algorithm [7] in n-dimensional meshes with three virtual channels, which can be extended to faulty networks easily. Consider a 3D mesh; there are idle channels in the PAR scheme, as shown in Fig. 1 . Virtual channels c z;1 and c z;2 for any physical channels along dimension z are idle, and virtual channels c x;3 for any physical channels along dimension x are idle, where c z;1 , c z;2 , and c x;3 represent virtual channels 1 and 2 along dimension z and virtual channel 3 along dimension x, respectively. The existence of idle channels can have a great impact on the performance of the routing protocol. Actually, the idle channels make the routing scheme work in such a way that all physical channels along dimension x, y, and z have two, three, and one virtual channels. How to avoid idle channels or make use of them is one of the most important motivations of the paper. We would like to provide a practical deadlock avoidance scheme with only two virtual channels for fault-tolerant meshes.
Another important partially adaptive routing scheme was proposed by Glass and Ni in [13] . The turn model [13] includes a class of deadlock-free routing algorithms in mesh networks by avoiding some turns to break cyclic dependencies. One good feature of the turn model is that no additional virtual channel is necessary. The turn model [13] was extended to fault-tolerant routing in meshes [28] . However, the deadlock-free fault-tolerant routing algorithm has the following restricted constraints as mentioned in [28] : 1) the source and destination nodes are outside of any fault block, where the destination is not a boundary node of any fault block, and 2) faults do not appear at the four edges of a mesh, while no fault appears in the two columns that are adjacent to the west and east edges of the mesh. These constraints can significantly influence the performance of the system. Even a combination of Duato's protocol [10] and the fault-tolerant odd-even turn model [27] cannot provide a general fault-tolerant routing scheme in meshes with two virtual channels.
Deadlock-free fully adaptive routing in fault-free meshes can be implemented with two virtual channels based on the Duato's protocol if the dimension-order routing algorithm is selected as the base routing algorithm. One can extend the Duato's protocol [10] , [11] and the deadlock-free adaptive fault-tolerant routing scheme in [28] to a fully adaptive deadlock-free fault-tolerant routing scheme in meshes with only two virtual channels. However, it still suffers from the constraints of [28] as mentioned earlier. That is, a combination of Duato's protocol [10] and the fault-tolerant odd-even turn model [28] cannot provide a general fault-tolerant routing scheme in meshes with two virtual channels. Up to now, we are still unable to find any general adaptive faulttolerant routing method in wormhole-switched 3D or higher dimensional meshes with only two virtual channels.
Path setup was used first by circuit switching that needs to reserve a physical path before routing a message without any further deadlock avoidance technique. The pipelined circuit switching (PCS) [12] establishes a path by reserving a virtual channel path before sending a message, which can tolerate dynamic faults and simplify the deadlock-free design. Wu [27] proposed an adaptive and deadlock-free fault-tolerant routing method based on the extended safety levels. The method needs to establish a region of minimal paths before sending a message, which is the first known fault-tolerant routing scheme based on a limited-global safety measure. The extended local safety in [31] provided a new fault-tolerant routing scheme by setting up a path without reserving any system resource before sending a message.
Ho and Stockmeyer [16] proposed a novel fault-tolerant routing algorithm with multiple rounds of dimensionorder routing, where different rounds of routing can use different dimension orders and virtual channels. A number of fault-free nodes need to be set as lambs, and all lambs cannot be a source or a destination. Most recently, Puente et al. [22] , [23] proposed a fault-tolerant routing mechanism for the k-ary n-cubes, which can handle any number of faults if the network is connected. In the presence of failures, the method in [22] and [23] reconfigures the remaining resources automatically. The method can even be extended to irregular networks easily.
Gomez et al. in [14] and [15] presented a two-phase routing scheme by selecting an intermediate node to avoid faulty nodes. The phase from the source to the intermediate node uses a virtual network, and the phase from the intermediate node to the destination uses another virtual network. A message is routed in both phases based on Duato's fully adaptive routing protocol, where both phases share the same adaptive channel and use different escape channels. The bubble flow control mechanism or dimension-order routing is used for messages routed along escape channels. That is, three virtual channels are required to avoid deadlocks. Zhou and Lau in [33] proposed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm in 2D meshes with multiple numbers of convex fault regions using only two virtual channels.
Nodes in a mesh network can be classified as faulty, unsafe, and safe based on the block fault model. A fault-free node is called an unsafe node if it has two faulty or unsafe neighbors along different dimensions; otherwise, it is a safe node. A system is called unsafe if all fault-free nodes in the system are unsafe. Note that most of the previous methods based on the block fault model disabled all unsafe nodes, and the unsafe nodes cannot be a source or a destination.
Faults and unsafe nodes in 2D meshes can form rectangular shapes. A set of faults or unsafe nodes F in a 2D mesh is a fault block if there is one or more rectangles. Fault blocks in a 3D mesh or n-dimensional mesh can be formed like [2] , [3] , [7] , [4] , and [27] . The above block fault model is the most popular fault model, whose regular structure simplifies fault-tolerant routing greatly. Some fault-free nodes must be disabled according to the previous methods [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [27] . A few faulty nodes can disable a large number of fault-free nodes or even disable all faultfree nodes based on the block fault model, especially for higher dimensional meshes. Certainly, global information presents more accurate information for routing. However, the cost to obtain global information can be unacceptable. Local information is easy to obtain, which provides safety information of its neighbors. It looks like that local information is usually enough in meshes/tori. Limited global information provides a trade-off.
An adaptive fault-tolerant routing algorithm in meshes is proposed with only two virtual channels. The main contributions of this paper include: 1) a new deadlock-free routing scheme with only two virtual channels for each physical channel is proposed for fault-free mesh networks by effectively using the idle virtual channels provided by the PAR algorithm in [7] , 2) the deadlock-free routing algorithm is extended to faulty meshes by using a new PAR algorithm [7] , which supports minimal and nonminimal routing, and 3) a new planar network (PN) fault model is presented to support fault-tolerant routing in wormholerouted meshes.
Compared to the original PAR algorithm [7] , the proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm implements planar adaptive fault-tolerant routing with only two virtual channels, while PAR [7] needs three virtual channels to avoid deadlocks. The proposed PN fault model can improve the computational power of the system and the performance of the fault-tolerant routing scheme compared to the original PAR [7] algorithm. The situation for the method in [18] is similar, which implements planar adaptive fault-tolerant routing in meshes with three virtual channels. As for the methods in [5] , [15] , and [24] , at least three virtual channels are necessary to avoid deadlocks. Up to now, we still have not seen any general deadlock-free fault-tolerant routing method in wormhole-routed meshes with only two virtual channels.
Compared to the 3D minimum-connected component (MCC) fault model [18] and the planarly constructed MCC fault model [32] , the proposed PN fault model needs to store much less information at each router. The 3D MCC fault model may mislead a packet to a dead end, as in the counterexample presented later. Also, the PN fault model presents more accurate safety information for fault-tolerant routing than the planarly constructed fault block model [31] while it retains similar features as the traditional fault block model.
In the rest of this paper, research works related to this paper are presented in Section 2. The PN fault model is proposed in Section 3, which is suitable for the new PAR algorithm. The new deadlock-free routing scheme in 3D meshes is proposed in Section 4 by using only two virtual channels for each physical channel. A new deadlock-free fault-tolerant routing algorithm based on the PN fault model is also proposed in Section 4, in which only two virtual channels for each physical channel can support minimal and nonminimal adaptive routing in meshes. The proposed deadlock-free fault-tolerant routing scheme is extended to n-dimensional meshes, still with two virtual channels, in Section 5. Extensive simulation results are presented in Section 6. The paper is concluded in Section 7.
NOTATION AND RELATED WORK
The related work is introduced in Section 2.1, and some necessary terminologies are presented first in Section 2.2.
Related Work
Dally and Seitz [9] presented the necessary and sufficient condition for deadlock-free routing in a multicomputer network. That is, the channel dependency graph must be acyclic in order to avoid deadlocks. Duato [11] presented a fully adaptive routing scheme by splitting channels into adaptive channels and escape channels, where the escape channels support the hops of the base routing algorithm and the adaptive channels improve the adaptivity of the routing scheme.
The PAR algorithm [7] uses a simple deadlock avoidance technique for n-dimensional meshes with three virtual channels for each physical channel. Let us consider how the PAR scheme is applied to 3D meshes. The 3D mesh is partitioned into a sequence of planes first. The planes are xy and yz planes. A message is routed inside the plane xy and then to the plane yz when all hops along dimension x have been traversed. A message routed in a yz plane never returns to an xy plane. Therefore, any channel along dimension z does not form channel dependency to any channel along dimension x. The plane xy is further partitioned into the increasing network, as shown in Fig. 1a , and the decreasing network, as shown in Fig. 1b .
Virtual channels in the plane xy are assigned as follows: All hops along the x dimension in the increasing network use virtual channel c x;1 , and all hops along dimension y use virtual channel c y;3 þ ; all hops along dimension x use virtual channel c x;2 , and all hops along dimension y use virtual channel c y;3 À in the decreasing network. Figs. 1c and 1d present virtual channel assignments in the plane yz. A message is routed across a hop along dimension y via virtual channel c y;1 and a hop along dimension z via virtual channel c z;3 þ in the increasing network; a message is routed across a hop along dimension y via virtual channel c y;2 and a hop along dimension z via virtual channel c z;3 À in the decreasing network.
The fault-tolerant routing methods in [29] and [18] provide PAR based on different fault models, that is, fault cubes and the 3D MCC fault model are used in both methods. Both methods implemented PAR based on arbitrary orders of dimensions, which provided better adaptivity compared to PAR [7] . Deadlock avoidance in [29] and [18] is completed by using a virtual network partitioning scheme with three virtual channels.
Recently, Wang [25] has proposed the MCC fault block model to do fault-tolerant routing in 2D meshes by disabling fewer fault-free nodes. Each fault-free node needs to store two copies of safety information: one for the subnetworks x þ y þ and x À y À and the other for subnetworks x À y þ and x þ y À . The MCC fault model can effectively support minimal routing, which was extended to the 3D MCC fault model in 3D meshes in [17] and [18] . Each fault-free node needs to store four copies of safety information inside different subnetworks:
The algorithm in the work of Xiang [30] routes a message by localizing safety inside some safe subcubes even though the whole hypercube is unsafe. Safety information inside subcubes called local safety information was used to guide fault-tolerant routing effectively. This idea is also used in this paper to construct fault blocks inside separate planes instead of the whole mesh. A number of unsafe fault-free nodes based on the globally formed fault blocks can be locally safe based on the PN fault blocks. The proposed method does not need to disable any fault-free nodes to form fault blocks. The initial idea of the PN fault model was presented by the planarly constructed fault model in [31] and the planarly constructed MCC fault model [32] .
Notation and Definitions
A physical channel is the connection between two nodes, where each node contains a router and a processor. A physical channel is split into multiple virtual channels. Multiple messages can be delivered through the same physical channel by sharing the bandwidth of it.
An n-dimensional mesh is established as a grid structure. An n-dimensional mesh has k n nodes, in which each dimension has k nodes. Two nodes ða n a nÀ1 . . . a 2 a 1 Þ and ðb n b nÀ1 . . . b 2 b 1 Þ in a k-ary n-dimensional mesh are connected if they differ at exactly one bit i ða i 6 ¼ b i Þ, where ja i À b i j ¼ 1, and a i , b i 2 f0; 1; 2; . . . ; k À 1g. A virtual channel c i;j represents the jth virtual channel along dimension i. A 3D mesh contains three dimensions x, y, and z, where k nodes are placed along each dimension.
Nodes in a mesh network can be classified as faulty, unsafe, or enabled. A fault-free node is called an unsafe node if it has two faulty or unsafe neighbors along different dimensions; otherwise, it is an enabled node. A system is called unsafe if fault-free nodes in the system are all unsafe. Faulty nodes and unsafe nodes in a mesh construct multiple fault blocks. The fault block model is the most popular fault model [2] , [4] , [7] , [24] , [27] for fault-tolerant routing in meshes.
A mesh network is partitioned into four subnetworks to collect safety information for the MCC fault model in 2D meshes [25] . The MCC fault model collects safety information inside a separate subnetwork [25] . Let us consider the labeling process in subnetwork x þ y þ (or x À y À ) [25] . Initially, all fault-free nodes are set as safe; a safe node is set as unsafe if its neighbors along directions x þ and y þ are faulty or unsafe or its neighbors along directions x À and y À are faulty or unsafe. Continue the above process until all nodes get stable states.
Let us consider the labeling process in subnetworks x À y þ z þ and x þ y À z À . The technique can be stated as follows: Initially, all fault-free nodes are set as safe. A safe node is set to unsafe if it has three faulty or unsafe neighbors along x À , y þ , and z þ (or x þ , y À , and z À ). Continue the above process until all nodes get stable states. In a 3D mesh, each fault-free node keeps a four-element tuple ða; b; c; dÞ to store the states of the node, where a ða 
PLANAR NETWORK FAULT MODEL
The MCC fault model for 3D meshes [17] , [18] may have some disadvantages, which do not make it route a message along a minimum path effectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , the 5 Â 5 Â 5 mesh contains four faulty nodes. Fault-free nodes (2, 1, 1), (2, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), and (1, 2, 2) are set to safe for message routing along subnetworks x À y þ z þ and x þ y À z À by the 3D MCC fault model [17] , [18] . Those nodes can lead the message to dead ends because the MCC-faultmodel-based routing scheme supports only minimum routing based on a new PAR scheme. A dead end makes a message undeliverable based on the fault-tolerant routing scheme in [18] , although a minimum path is available in some cases. Therefore, the 3D MCC fault model for 3D meshes is not suitable for the proposed PAR scheme in 3D meshes. As shown in Fig. 2 , fault-free nodes (2, 1, 1) and (1, 2, 1) should be labeled unsafe in the plane ð Ã ; Ã ; 1Þ in order to avoid a dead end. The fault-free nodes (2, 1, 2) and (1, 2, 2) should also be labeled unsafe in the plane ð Ã ; Ã ; 2Þ. Let the source s and destination d of a message be (3, 0, 1) and (0, 3, 2) as shown in Fig. 2 , respectively. Let us consider the 3D MCC fault model [17] , [18] extended from the 2D MCC fault model and the routing algorithm in [25] . As mentioned earlier in this section, nodes (2, 1, 1), (2, 1, 2), and (2, 2, 1) are set to safe by the 3D MCC in [17] and [18] . The message can be routed to (2, 0, 1) first, and node (2, 1, 1) can be selected as the next hop, where (2, 1, 2) can be selected as the next hop after (2, 1, 1). Therefore, the message is led to a dead end, which is undeliverable based on the minimum PAR algorithm in [25] , [17] , [18] .
A new scheme to collect fault information for the PAR schemes is proposed, where fault information is obtained corresponding to two planes xy and yz that contain the node. Each node calculates its safety information in four subnetworks ðxyþ; xyÀ; zyþ; zyÀÞ that contain the node and keeps two copies of safety information in each plane. A fault-free node is set to locally unsafe if it has two faulty or unsafe neighbors in that plane along the corresponding dimensions in the given subnetwork. For the subnetwork xy þ , a node is set to locally unsafe if its neighbors along x À and y þ (or x þ and y þ ) are locally unsafe or faulty. Similarly, safety information along any other subnetwork can also be collected. Each node needs to keep four copies of safety information.
Again, let us consider the labeling process in subnetwork xy þ (or xy À ). The technique can be stated as follows. Initially, all fault-free nodes are set as locally safe. A locally safe node is set to locally unsafe if it has two faulty or locally unsafe neighbors along x þ and y þ or x À and y þ (or x þ and y À or x À and y À ) inside the subnetwork xy þ (or xy À ). Continue the above process until all nodes get stable states. In a 3D mesh, each fault-free node keeps a fourelement tuple ða; b; c; dÞ to store the states of the node. Each node also keeps the states of its neighbors inside each subnetwork, four three-element tuples ða 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 Þ, ðb 1 ; b 2 ; b 3 Þ, ðc 1 ; c 2 ; c 3 Þ, and ðd 1 ; d 2 ; d 3 Þ are necessary to represent the states of its neighbors in the four subnetworks, as mentioned
represents the safety information of the node (or its neighbors) inside the corresponding subnetwork, which can be faulty, locally unsafe, or locally safe for i 2 f1; 2; 3g. Compared to the 3D MCC fault model [17] , [18] , the proposed PN fault model needs to keep 16-bit safety information for each fault-free node, while the 3D MCC fault model must store 32-bit safety information.
The node (2, 1, 1) is set to locally unsafe in the plane xy þ , and the node (1, 2, 1) is set to locally safe in the plane xy þ . Similarly, the node (2, 1, 2) is set to locally unsafe in the plane xy þ , and (1, 2, 2) is set to locally unsafe in the plane xy þ. The node (2, 1, 1) is set to locally safe in the plane xy À , and the node (1, 2, 1) is set to locally unsafe in the plane xy À. Similarly, the node (2, 1, 2) is set to locally safe in the plane xy À , and (1, 2, 2) is set to locally safe in the plane xy À.
Let us consider routing a message from (3, 0, 1) to (0, 4, 2) again based on the PN fault model. The safety information along subnetwork xy þ is used to guide fault-tolerant routing first. The two unsafe nodes (2, 1, 1) and (2, 1, 2) can be avoided when routing a message from (3, 0, 1) to (0, 4, 2), as shown in Fig. 2 .
FAULT-TOLERANT DEADLOCK-FREE ADAPTIVE ROUTING IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL MESHES
Before we describe our major contribution of the paper, a new deadlock-free adaptive fault-tolerant routing scheme, we describe a new technique to avoid deadlocks using only two virtual channels for each physical channel. Based on this new technique, our new deadlock-free adaptive faulttolerant routing scheme can overcome some problems of the PAR algorithm [7] . The problems of PAR can be removed, including the idle channels and the fault model. It is difficult to find any fully adaptive routing scheme for 3D or higher dimensional meshes with no more than two virtual channels. The turn model [13] and the fault-tolerant version of the odd-even turn model [28] have a lot of constraints, as mentioned in the introduction section, which make the performance of the odd-even turn model [28] not very good when the system contains enough faults.
Deadlock-Free Adaptive Routing in Fault-Free Three-Dimensional Meshes
Our method still partitions the mesh network into two kinds of planes xy and yz like the PAR algorithm [7] . There may exist some channel dependencies between a channel along dimension x and a channel along dimension y. There may also exist some channel dependencies between a channel along dimension y and a channel along dimension z. There exists no channel dependency between a channel along dimension x and a channel along dimension z. Virtual channel assignment is almost the same as that of the PAR algorithm [7] . All channels along dimension x use virtual channel c x;1 in the increasing network and c x;2 virtual channels in the decreasing network, as shown in Fig. 3 . A message is routed across a hop along dimension y via virtual channel c y;1 þ in the increasing network and c y;1 À in the decreasing network. Fig. 4 presents the adaptive routing algorithm in 3D meshes. The algorithm turns to deadlock-free adaptive routing in plane yz when the offset along dimension x is equal to zero. The algorithm calls the procedure Deadlockfree-adaptive-routing-xyþðÞ when the offset along dimension y is greater than or equal to zero. It calls the procedure Deadlock-free-adaptive-routing-xyÀðÞ when the offset along dimension y is less than or equal to zero. Fig. 5 presents the proposed algorithm to deliver a message in the increasing network of an xy plane. The algorithm takes priority to selecting a hop along dimension x if the offset along dimension x is not zero and the corresponding c 1 virtual channel is available. The PAR algorithm selects a c y;1 þ virtual channel along dimension y if the offset of dimension y is not zero and the c x;1 channel in a minimum path to the destination along dimension x is not available. A channel along a minimum path based on the proposed PAR algorithm from the current node to the destination is assigned when no apparent direction signal is given. As shown in Fig. 5 , the function select() presents multiple channels for the next hop, one of which can be selected randomly. Selection of the next hop and channel has some impact on the performance of the routing algorithm, which is determined by the resource allocation policy [8] .
The algorithm is simply extended to deadlock-free routing in the decreasing network of an xy plane in 3D meshes, as given in Fig. 6 . The algorithm still takes priority to selecting a hop along dimension x if the offset along dimension x is not zero, and the corresponding c x;2 virtual channel is available.
The proposed fault-tolerant PAR algorithm selects a c y;1 À virtual channel along dimension y if the offset of dimension y is less than zero and the c x;2 channel in a minimum path based on the PAR algorithm to the destination along dimension x is not available. The current node waits for the c x;2 channel along dimension x if the offset along dimension y is zero.
Figs. 3a and 3b present the detailed virtual channel assignment scheme in an xy plane.
Let the offset between the source and destination along dimension x be eliminated first. The message turns to the yz plane. Figs. 3c and 3d present the detailed virtual channel assignment scheme in a yz plane. All channels along dimension z use virtual channels c z;1 in the increasing network and c z;2 virtual channels in the decreasing network. A message is routed across a hop along dimension y via virtual channel c y;2 þ in the increasing network and c y;2 À in the decreasing network. Lemma 1. There exists no cyclic dependency in any xy plane based on the proposed routing algorithm.
Proof. Any message routed in an xy plane traverses only in one of the increasing network and the decreasing network. Therefore, there exist no cyclic interdependencies between the increasing and decreasing networks. Just like the PAR algorithm, only c y;1 þ virtual channels for hops along dimension y are used in the increasing network, as shown in Fig. 3a ; hence, no cyclic channel dependency exists in the increasing network. Only the c y;1 À virtual channels are used for hops along dimension y, as shown in Fig. 3b , and thus, no cyclic channel dependency exists in the decreasing network of any xy plane. t u Fig. 7 presents the routing algorithm in the yz plane. In a yz plane, the role of the dimension z is similar to that of the dimension x in an xy plane. The algorithm can select one of c z;1 and c y;2 þ virtual channels if both are available in order to enhance the adaptivity of the routing scheme. Otherwise, a virtual channel c y;2 À along dimension y or a c z;2 virtual channel along dimension z in a minimum path based on the proposed PAR algorithm from the current node to the destination is selected if the offset along dimension z is unequal to zero and the offset along dimension y is less than zero. The message waits for the virtual channel c z;1 along dimension z in a minimum path based on the proposed PAR algorithm from the current node to the destination if y off ¼ 0. The message waits for virtual channel c z;1 in the increasing network if the offset along dimension y has been eliminated and the virtual channel c z;2 in the decreasing network in this case. The message waits for the virtual channel c y;2 þ in the increasing network and c y;2 À in the decreasing network when the offset along dimension z has become zero. The routing scheme in a yz plane does not set any priority for all channels when offsets along both dimensions are not zero; the message can be routed along any channels.
Lemma 2. There exist no cyclic dependency in any yz plane based on the proposed routing algorithm.
Proof. As shown in Fig. 7 , any message routed in a yz plane traverses only in one of the increasing network and the decreasing network. A message is routed in the increasing network if the destination has a greater label along dimension y than the source and in the decreasing network if the destination has a smaller label along dimension y than the source. No cyclic channel dependency between the increasing network and the decreasing network occurs because no message enters the other network if it is classified into one network. There exists no cyclic dependency in the increasing network and the decreasing network because there exist only unidirectional virtual channels for hops along dimension y according to the channel assignment scheme presented in Figs. 3c and 3d. t u Lemma 3. There exists no cyclic channel dependency between planes xy and yz.
Proof. There may exist some channel dependencies from channels in an xy plane to channels in a yz plane. There should be no channel dependency from channels in a yz plane to channels in an xy plane in order to form cyclic channel dependencies. Anyway, no channel dependency exists from a channel in a yz plane to a channel in an xy plane because a message never returns from a yz plane to an xy plane. t u Theorem 1. The proposed routing algorithm for 3D meshes is deadlock free with two virtual channels.
Proof. It has been proved that the proposed routing algorithm cannot form any cyclic channel dependencies in any xy plane in Lemma 1 or yz plane in Lemma 2. It is proved in Lemma 3 that no cyclic channel dependency can be formed between an xy plane and a yz plane. Therefore, no cyclic channel dependency can be established using the proposed routing algorithm. t u
Deadlock-Free Fault-Tolerant Adaptive Routing in Three-Dimensional Meshes
A new fault-tolerant routing scheme in a wormholeswitched mesh network is proposed based on the PN fault model presented in Section 3. The deadlock avoidance technique is completely the same as that in a fault-free network, as presented in this section. Fig. 8 presents the detailed planar adaptive fault-tolerant routing scheme in 3D meshes. First, our method establishes the PN fault models in different planes. Consider that the destination and the source are outside of a PN fault block. That is, both of the source and the destination are safe. The source s or destination d can be unsafe based on the PN fault blocks when there exists a safe fault-free neighbor that can be a hop defined by the proposed PAR algorithm. The message is routed inside the plane xy if the source node s and the destination d differ along x, y, or x and y dimensions. The message is still routed inside the xy plane if s and d differ along the x and z dimensions. The message is also routed inside the plane xy if the current node s and the destination d differ along all three dimensions x, y, and z. Let the source node s and the destination d differ in dimensions y and z; the message is routed inside plane yz. The message is routed inside plane yz if the source node s and the destination d only differ along dimension z.
As presented in Fig. 9 , a message is routed in an xy plane, where dimensions x and y are thought of as the low dimension and the high dimension, respectively. The xy plane is partitioned into two virtual networks, 1) the increasing network and 2) the decreasing network, based on the offset of the current node and the destination along dimension y. That is, a message falls into the increasing network when y off > 0 and the decreasing network when y off 0. Dimensions z and y are thought of as the low dimension and the high dimension in the plane yz, respectively. The plane yz is also partitioned into two virtual networks: the increasing network and the decreasing network. A message is routed inside the increasing network when the offset along dimension y is greater than zero and the decreasing network when the offset along dimension y is no greater than zero. The proposed routing protocol takes precedence to selecting a hop along dimension x in an xy plane; however, hops along dimensions y and z have the same priority to being selected as the next hop.
As shown in Fig. 9 , ld and hd represent the low dimension and the high dimension, respectively. A hop along the low dimension is selected as the next hop when the required virtual channel is available; otherwise, channels of a minimum hop along both dimensions can be selected as the next hop based on the proposed PAR algorithm. Similarly, the function select() provides both channels for the next hop. Selection of the channel is determined by the resource allocation policy [8] . The procedure returns routing failure when the offset of the hd dimension has been reduced to zero and the minimum hop along the ld dimension is unsafe or faulty. The message turns to a yz plane when the offset along the low dimension ld is eliminated and the offset along the high dimension hd is higher than zero.
A message is routed along a channel of dimension x via virtual channel c x;1 in the increasing network and c 1 þ for a channel along dimension y. Virtual channel c x;2 is used for a channel along dimension x when a message is routed across the decreasing network, and virtual channel c y;1 À is used for a channel along dimension y. A message is routed via virtual channel c y;2 þ along dimension y in the plane yz in the increasing network, and virtual channel c z;1 is used in the increasing network for a channel along dimension z. Virtual channel c y;2 À is used when a message is routed in the decreasing network in the plane yz, and virtual channel c z;2 is used when a message is routed across a channel along dimension z. There exists no channel overlapping along dimension y in an xy plane or yz plane.
The message can be derouted in plane xy in only one case, when the offset along dimension x becomes zero and the offset along dimension y is still not zero. A deroute is necessary when no feasible path leading to the destination along dimension y exists in this case. As shown in Fig. 11a , a deroute is necessary for a message at v 0 . A deroute in a yz plane is necessary when the offset along dimension z has been eliminated and the unique path leading to the destination is blocked by a fault. As shown in Fig. 11c , a deroute is necessary at v 0 . Similarly, a deroute is necessary for a message at node v 0 in Figs. 11b and 11d . The following situations may incur routing failure similar to those in Fig. 1 . As shown in Figs. 11a, 11b, 11c , and 11d, a message at node v may cause routing failure. The situations for the original PAR algorithm are similar. Fig. 9 presents the routing procedure when a message is routed in a plane. The message is routed along the low dimension when a minimum hop is available; it is routed to a safe neighbor along the high dimension when a safe neighbor along the low dimension is not available. Let the offset of the high dimension be zero, and the offset of the low dimension not be zero, forward the message to its safe neighbor along the low dimension when it is available. Let the offset of the low dimension be zero (this is only suitable for the last plane; otherwise, the message turns to the next plane) and the offset of the high dimension not be 0 and forward the message to its safe neighbor along the high dimension if this kind of safe neighbor is available. Otherwise, deroute the message in the plane.
As presented in Fig. 10 , the procedure can be modified slightly when a message is routed in the last plane and the offsets of both dimensions are not zero. It should be modified as follows: randomly select one dimension to route the message when offsets along both dimensions are not zero and safe neighbors of the current nodes in a minimum path based on the proposed PAR algorithm along both dimensions are available. The detailed procedure to route a message in a yz plane is presented in Fig. 10 . A message automatically turns to a yz plane when the offset of dimension x becomes zero in the plane xy. 11 presents the situations when a deroute or a routing failure is necessary, which is similar to those of the PAR algorithm [7] , as presented in Fig. 1 .
EXTENSION TO FAULT-TOLERANT ROUTING IN n-DIMENSIONAL MESHES
The proposed routing algorithm can be extended to n-dimensional meshes, as presented in Fig. 12 . Let the first three dimensions of the four-dimensional mesh be x, y, and z and the fourth dimension be w. A new deadlock avoidance scheme is introduced in Fig. 12 for a fourdimensional mesh, which is suitable for even higher dimensional meshes.
Figs. 12a and 12b present the virtual channel assignment in the plane xy, Figs. 12c and 12d present the virtual channel assignment in the plane yz, and Figs. 12e and 12f present the virtual channel assignment in the plane zw. It is found that virtual channels c y;1 are used in both planes xy and yz. However, no cyclic channel dependency is introduced because of the channel assignment overlapping. No virtual channel assignment overlapping exists for channels along dimension z. The virtual channel assignments for the planes yz and zw are the same as those in the planes xy and yz, as presented in Fig. 3 .
The above technique can be easily extended to n-dimensional meshes, where the same virtual channel assignment scheme can be used for the last three dimensions, as presented in Fig. 12. Let d 1 ; d 2 ; . . . ; d n be the n dimensions of an n-dimensional mesh. The virtual channel assignment scheme for the plane xy can be used for the first n À 3 dimensions, where channel overlap is necessary for channels along dimensions d 2 ; d 3 ; . . . ; d nÀ3 .
The virtual channel c d i ;1 can be shared by two consecutive planes ðd iÀ1 ; d i Þ and ðd i ; d iþ1 Þ for channels along the common dimension d i ði 2 f2; 3; . . . ; n À 3gÞ. No cyclic channel dependency can be formed based on the proposed deadlock avoidance technique presented in Fig. 12 .
Theorem 2. The deadlock avoidance technique in Fig. 12 presents deadlock-free adaptive routing for n-dimensional meshes.
Proof. Virtual channel assignment for the last three dimensions is the same as that presented in Fig. 3 . As for an n-dimensional mesh network, for each dimension d iþ1 ði 2 f1; 2; . . . ; n À 2gÞ, it appears in two consecutive planes ðd i ; d iþ1 Þ and ðd iþ1 ; d iþ2 Þ. Channels along dimension d iþ1 uses virtual channels c d iþ1 ;1 þ and c d iþ1 ;1 À in the increasing and decreasing networks of the plane ðd i ; d iþ1 Þ, respectively. Virtual channels c d iþ1 ;1 and c d iþ1 ;2 are assigned to channels along dimension d iþ1 in the increasing and decreasing networks of the plane ðd iþ1 ; d iþ2 Þ, respectively. There exists channel overlapping for virtual channel c diþ1;1 , which is used in both planes. Similar to PAR scheme 1, channels inside any one of these planes cannot form cyclic channel dependency because one dimension is unidirectional. The common virtual channel c d iþ1 ;1 in the plane ðd i ; d iþ1 Þ can form acyclic channel dependencies with channels along dimension d i , while it can form some acyclic channel dependencies with c diþ2;1 in the plane ðd iþ1 ; d iþ2 Þ. Therefore, it is clear that no cyclic channel dependency can be established in the planes ðd i ; d iþ1 Þ and ðd iþ1 ; d iþ2 Þ.
As for the last two planes ðd nÀ2 ; d nÀ1 Þ and ðd nÀ1 ; d n Þ, the virtual channel assignment is the same as that presented in Fig. 3 . It has been shown that no cyclic channel dependency can be established in the planes 
SIMULATION RESULTS
A flit-level simulator has been implemented to evaluate the proposed wormhole-routing-based deadlock-free routing algorithm called iPAR. The flit-level simulator on the original PAR algorithm proposed by Chien and Kim [7] and the routing algorithm called 3D MCC using the 3D MCC model in [25] , [17] , and [18] are also implemented. Two different communication patterns, uniform and transpose, are considered in all simulation results. As for the transpose communication pattern in a k Â k Â . . . Â k mesh, the destination should be ðk À i n ; k À i nÀ1 ; . . . ; k À i 1 Þ if the source is ði 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i n Þ. The transpose communication pattern is widely used in many applications such as matrix operations. In all simulation results, we set the start-up latency and receiving latency to 0.75 s. The data transmission speed is 320 Mbytes/second between any two adjacent routers. Faults are randomly inserted into the network for fault-tolerant network evaluation. The message length is set to 16 flits for most simulation results. Two important metrics, latency (time required to deliver a message) and normalized accepted traffic (throughput divided by the saturation load, for example, the saturation loads for 8 Â 8 Â 8 and 16 Â 16 Â 16 meshes are 0.25 and 0.125 flit/node/cycle), are evaluated. The latency to deliver a packet includes the latency to consume it at the destination, where three consumption channels are added into each fault-free router.
Faulty nodes are randomly inserted into the network. Our method needs only two virtual channels to avoid deadlocks, iPAR (2 VC), for each physical channel, while the PAR scheme [7] and the 3D MCC routing scheme [17] , [18] require three virtual channels to avoid deadlocks. The proposed routing scheme is extended to the fully adaptive routing scheme based on Duato's protocol by using an extra virtual channel (iPAR) as an adaptive channel [10] in order to present fair comparison when comparing with PAR [7] and 3D MCC [17] , [18] (with three virtual channels). The 3D MCC scheme [17] , [18] needs to check feasibility based on the safety information of the destination. Usually, this spends some time by sending a signal from the source to the destination, and the destination sends a signal back to the source. In all simulation results, we do not include the extra latency for feasibility checking. The 3D MCC method is still a PAR scheme, which provides better adaptivity than the original PAR. All simulation results are obtained after 30,000 clock cycles, where the first 10,000 warm-up clock cycles are excluded. We have also implemented iPAR using two virtual channels called iPAR (2 VC).
The fault-tolerant performance for all methods is presented in Figs. 13, 15 , and 16 based on the uniform communication pattern. In Fig. 13 , the number of faulty nodes in the 16 Â 16 Â 16 mesh is set to 50, and the normalized applied load is set to 0.8. Performance comparison is presented when the buffer size for each node changes from 36 flits to 216 flits. It is shown according to the simulation results that iPAR (2VC) works even better than PAR and 3D MCC (both with three virtual channels) in almost all cases, although it is unfair to compare a routing scheme with a smaller number of virtual channels to another routing method with more virtual channels. iPAR works even better than 3D MCC and PAR in all cases. iPAR needs the least latency to deliver a message in all cases, while iPAR (2 VC) gets better results on latency and normalized accepted traffic than PAR and a little better results than 3D MCC in almost all cases. The latency differences are still apparent when the buffer size is set to as large as 108 flits. Difference for the normalized accepted traffic between methods PAR and iPAR is always very apparent, and iPAR always gets the best results in all cases.
Fig. 14 presents the performance comparison of the 3D MCC fault model [17] , [18] with 50 faulty nodes, iPAR (2VC), iPAR, and PAR in the faulty 3D meshes with 50 faulty nodes when the message length is set from 16 flits to 128 flits. As shown in Fig. 14a , the latency to deliver a message increases greatly when the message length is set to 16 flits. The reason can be that the number of messages in the network increases greatly when the message length decreases because the load rate of the network is fixed. The latency to deliver a message increases almost linearly with the message length. The latency for iPAR (2VC) to deliver a message is apparently greater than that of iPAR in all cases. The situation for the normalized accepted traffic is almost the same. The increasing order of latency for the four methods is iPAR, iPAR (2VC), 3D MCC, and PAR. The proposed iPAR and iPAR (2VC) get better normalized accepted traffic in all cases. Fig. 15 presents the performance comparison when the buffer size is set to 72 flits and the number of faulty nodes in the 16 Â 16 Â 16 mesh is fixed to 50. We compare the performance of all the methods when the normalized applied load changes from 0.1 to 1.0. The iPAR method consistently gets the best results on the latency to deliver a message and the normalized accepted traffic in all cases. The latency for iPAR (2VC) is slightly less than that of 3D MCC in all cases, which is apparently less than that of PAR in all cases. The iPAR (2VC) method gets apparently better normalized accepted traffic than 3D MCC when the normalized applied load is no more than 0.5. The iPAR (2VC) method obtains better normalized accepted traffic than PAR in all cases. Fig. 16 presents fault-tolerant performance comparison among the methods when the number of faulty nodes changes from 50 to 500. The normalized applied load and the buffer size of each node are set to 0.2 and 72 flits, respectively. It is shown in Fig. 16 that the proposed iPAR with the PN fault model works better than other methods and fault models in all cases on the latency and the normalized accepted traffic. Similarly, the differences on the latency and the normalized accepted traffic become more apparent when the number of faulty nodes becomes larger. The PAR method with the block fault model presents zero normalized accepted traffic and very high latency when the number of faulty nodes is more than 100. The latency for 3D MCC is always more than that of iPAR and iPAR (2VC) in all cases, while the normalized accepted traffic for iPAR and iPAR (2VC) is always better than that of PAR and 3D MCC in all cases. The normalized accepted traffic for iPAR and iPAR (2VC) are very close in all cases. The iPAR (2VC) method needs apparently more latency to deliver a packet. little worse performance on the normalized accepted traffic than iPAR (2VC) in all cases and apparently worse latency to deliver a packet. The proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm is also implemented for 2D meshes. Figs. 18, 19 , and 20 present the fault-tolerant performance of the proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm. As shown in Fig. 18 , the performance comparison with the MCC [25] , [18] and the PAR algorithm in 16 Â 16 meshes is presented when the buffer size for each node is set to 48 flits and the normalized applied load is set to 0.2. All methods present almost the same performance when the number of faulty nodes is no more than 10. It is shown that iPAR outperforms all other methods in all cases. The iPAR (2VC) method still works a little better than PAR and MCC [25] , [18] on the latency to deliver a message and the normalized accepted traffic in all cases. Fig. 19 , the buffer size of each node and the number of faulty nodes are set to 64 flits and 10, respectively. It is found that iPAR and iPAR(2VC) work better than MCC and PAR on the latency to deliver a packet and the normalized accepted traffic in all cases. The proposed iPAR(2VC) works a little better than MCC on both parameters in all cases. Fig. 20 presents the performance comparison under uniform communication when the number of faults and the buffer size of each node are set to 10 and 48 flits, respectively. The proposed iPAR (2VC) apparently works better than MCC and PAR on the latency to deliver a packet and a little better on the normalized accepted traffic in all cases. The proposed iPAR apparently works better than iPAR (2VC) on the latency to deliver a packet and the normalized accepted traffic.
CONCLUSIONS
It is essential to present an effective deadlock-free routing algorithm for faulty meshes. The number of virtual channels required for deadlock-free routing is important to design a cost-effective and high-performance fault-tolerant system. The PAR scheme in [7] constrains a message inside a series of planes in n-dimensional meshes, where only three virtual channels for each physical channel are sufficient to avoid deadlocks. There exist some idle virtual channels for any physical channel along the first and the last dimensions. In this paper, a new deadlock-free routing scheme is proposed for 3D meshes first, where each physical channel needs only two virtual channels to avoid deadlocks. The deadlock-free routing scheme is used to do fault-tolerant routing in meshes, where a new fault model called PN fault model is introduced to guide deadlock-free adaptive fault-tolerant routing in wormhole-routed meshes. The new PN fault model is quite suitable for the proposed PAR scheme. Safety information inside the xy plane (xy þ and xy À subnetworks) and the zy plane (the zy þ and zy À subnetworks) must be collected. Much less safety information must be kept in each fault-free node compared to the 3D MCC fault model [17] , [18] . The deadlock-free adaptive routing scheme is also extended to n-dimensional meshes. Extensive simulation results show that the advantage of the proposed deadlock-free routing scheme in fault-free and faulty meshes over the PAR scheme and the MCC fault model is very apparent. 
